About Verifone
A history of technological innovation

- 1986: First receipt-printing meter
- 1994: First taxi credit card meter
- 1998: First system to prevent meter tampering
- 2001: First online wireless credit card meter
- 2005: First coordinated dispatch system
- 2007: First passenger-facing payments
- 2013: First cross-platform taxi mobile payments app
- 2014: Payments for the visually impaired
- 2015: Cloud-based dispatch
- 2014: Payments for the visually impaired

Virtual Meter
Digital Rooftops Campaign
LEVELING THE PLAYING FIELD
Taxi360: Integrated Taxi Solutions

- Passenger Apps
- Cloud Dispatch
- Driver Biometric/Camera
- Driver Technology
- Secure EMV Payment
- Call Center Services
- eFleet Management Tools

WAY2CLOUD
Driver Solutions

Payments App

Complete Driver Tablet App with GPS Meter
Passenger Solutions

Passenger-facing payments

Hailing, booking and payments
Unification of taxi supply...

Single fleet provider

Networked Supply
Plus data-driven ride assignment....

**Not just “dispatch”**

- Algorithm-based vehicle assignment
- Constant refinement through machine-learning
LET’S PARTNER FOR INNOVATION